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In ps4 racing game you can unlock a total of 43 trophies in need of speed heat. In this trophy guide we show you all trophies and their actions. Below you'll find all the trophies, as well as tips, strategies and tips. You will definitely find everything related to trophies here! First you will find a table with a brief overview. Second you find a detailed list of all trophies, descriptions, trophy
guides and much more! More guides and news about the need for speed heat will find you on our overview page. Orange marked trophies are associated with a different and detailed guide! Speed heat for trophies list platinum need for estimated time: 30 hours Total trophies up to 30 hours: 43 (1,3,8,31) Offline Trophies: 37 Online Trophies: 6 Missable Trophies: 0 Minimum
Playthroughs 1 Speed Heat Trophy Guide Need for Useful Guide: Rajhans Places Guide All the venues it guides will be expanded soon! SpeedCollect requires all the trophies I just said! To win a race with a car at 400+ performance ratings very BestGet 3 stars On All Collectibles and all activities inEarn and bank 1 000 000 reps one night during heartless complex Chapter 4 you
can't miss this trophy! It is related to the story. Eleven - 50 SixTake down 100 police vehicle talented StarsGet sports Travis, who has a 3-star rating on all activities in? Escape 100 Police Chase benefits NiceComplete all oneReach max crew level with 25 events All Your Crew's Notorious Reach Representative Level 50 With WorldWin Discovery Event Palm CityPick Welcome to
your first ride You can't miss this trophy! It is related to the story. Consider yourself complex in meditation Chapter 1 You can't miss this trophy! It is related to the story. World ColliedCompany Chapter 2 You Can't Miss This Trophy! It is related to the story. Home from HomeComplete Chapter 3 you can't miss this trophy! It is related to the story. Warp SpeedHit 240 mph change
using any car my NameChange license plate text on two racers, an EventBeat your first crew time trial your way through all billboards a bit there total 18 billboards, if you find that it will all unlock the trophy and you'll get the Nissan GT-R Nismo 17. Here we show you all the places. Comeback KidGo consists of carving the first place from last during the final lap of a race and
carving the victory upComplete gridcomplete off the road driving story friends reuniting race driving story wrap it up! Customize a vehicle with a rap your day JobComplete your first daily challenge drift, drift, drift complete all drift area Techin'Win a race defect with all vehicle impact slots with parts equipped in both auxiliary part slots are you friends? Complete 5 events online with
other players Collect Srimpin' Flamingo is found to be 18 flamingos altogether. If you find that all this trophy will be unlocked and you will get the Porsche 209. Here we show you all the places. All street art in the last SecondRepair serious damage at a gas station at night there totaled 18 collectibles in this category. Here we show you how to unlock all the locations and editors.
Most Wantedwin a race with a high heat 5 race and return to the garage safely handling parts for full-sandcomputed all long jumps Stylewin Max Drift with a race Hackney Dreamwin Max off-road traction equipped component partswin equipped a race with maximum road traction equipped redlinwin handling parts for maximum race Humble Beginner Representative Level 2
Danger ZoneComplete All Speed Trap Swap Swap Listen to a race in a vehicle with an engine RoarWin watching a race in a vehicle Exhaust sound With estimated trophy difficulty: 4/10 Estimated amount of time for platinum: 30-40 hours Offline trophies: 37 (0, 3, 6, 28) Online trophies : 6 (1, 0, 2, 3) Number of missable trophies: 0 glitch trophies: yet nothing affects difficulty
trophies?: No, Can be played on Easy (it only affects race AI and drift test score requirements) Minimum Playthroughs: 1 Free-Walking/Select Level After Story?: Open world at all times, any race can recur whenever you want release date: November 8, 2019 Welcome to the need for Speed Heat Trophy Guide (NFS Heat)! After rivals, the 2015 reboot and payback, speed games
developed by Ghost Games are the fourth requirement. The heat every game takes from Spectre has been created so far, throwing out the speed card setup from payback and returning to a traditional method of paying for parts for your cars after you earn the ability to buy them by leveling reps. The game has a similar trophy list of paybacks, but removes the open world named
Racers and focuses a bit more on playing with other players in the open world. Step 1: Play through the story path and rank progress for the game is quite open, after the initial story bits and explanations you are largely free to play as you want, whether it's just running to get more money and reps or chase with the story. You should aim to complete each branch, though you can,
as they give you some free parts and unique iconic vehicles from the series as well as access to different race types. Step 2: Level to delegate 50 and grind for money once you've finished all story branches (you'll have to go up to 40 delegates for one) you then want to aim to delegate 50 so you have access to most parts and cars for purchase. You will aim to establish yourself to
do all the activities of the open world at this point, so you will be different Some want to install cars This can be a largely personal preference for what you use, because in games with engine swap setup you can push most cars to a fairly high performance level. The only one I would particularly advise to go to is Koenigsegg Regera, who returns from payback and if not the fastest
car in the game again, so this is what you want to use for road activities. Step 3: Three Star Open World Activities and Collectibles Once you're installed with your vehicles (or as you're working on them if you like) your next main goal will be to find all collectible and three-star all open world activities. Collectibles will appear on your entire map once you have it, so at this point you'll
probably be the first to appear on your map. Open World Activities perform the same functions and appear normally when you have them, and this is where most of the real difficulty of platinum comes. The requirements for them are not changed by selection difficulty, so they have the same need for everyone. Many won't be possible for the three-star unless you've nearly maxed
out of cars, so that's why you leave the most until the end. Drift zone ones will likely give the biggest issue, as they don't have anywhere near the same amount of discounts as drift test events do. Step 4: Miscellaneous Cleaning Once you've finished all the collectibles and open world activities you have some of the remaining misk trophies saved, such as tuning, police takedown
and chase escape, and online related trophies. Useful Tips, Tricks &amp; Guides: Need for Speed Heat - All Collectibles and Activities Location Map Speed Heat Trophy Guide Need To Collect All Trophies Needed to Unlock Platinum (DLC Not Required) Earn All Other Trophies in Need of Speed Heat! Welcome to Palm City pick up the story related to your first ride, can't be
missed. This will be the first trophy you earn in the game, after you choose your character (can be changed and edited later) you will get to take your first car, and then earn this trophy. Consider yourself the complete Chapter 1 related story seen, can't be missed. This trophy is earned when you complete Chapter 1 of the main story. World Colliding Complete Chapter 2 Related
Story, Can't Be Missed. This trophy is earned when you complete Chapter 2 of the main story. Home-to-House Belonging to the Complete Chapter 3 Story, Can't Be Missed. This trophy is earned when you complete Chapter 3 of the main story. Mercilessly related to the full Chapter 4 story, cannot be missed. This trophy is earned when you complete Chapter 4 of the main story,
which is the final chapter related to corrupt police characters you are dealing with so far. Eleven - 56 take down 100 police vehicles when racing at night you will be chased by police and more you are, becoming more aggressive with them Powerful your heat rating is high. In this game you generally don't want to try to take down the police by ramming them, because they do you
more harm than you do them. The usual easiest way is to get ramped up, whether they're leading to things like billboards or preferably long jumps or gaps on water. The ramps actually seem to mess up more than police AI and anything else, and when you lead a police on a ramp it will immediately wreck any that ramp you follow. You'll know that it's worked as you'll get a popup
saying you've taken down a cop, with the small rep bonus you get for it. Do it 100 total times through the game to earn this trophy. The easiest place to grind for it is down on the southwest corner of the map in the Port Murphy area. There is a quantum leap on a stretch of water called the abandoned ship! Which you can go on to wreck any police cars chasing to go back and forth.
You almost want to be at Heat 3 or 4 and have more police eggs and the faster the ones that really ramp up will follow you, the slower the police generally won't. Warp Speed hits 240 mph using any car this trophy requires hitting a top speed of 240 mph, or if you prefer metric, 387 kmh. To do this you'll likely need some nitrous as well as a high-level car or a high-level engine swap
in a lower car to boost you to that upper limit. If you don't manage it during normal gameplay and leveling the easiest way to achieve it is to wait until the end of the game and you bought the (suggested) Koenigsegg Regera. This car basically starts with a top speed well on maximum stats and requirement for this trophy (the top speed for the car is listed at 410 kmh). Once you're
set up with the car of your choice the best way to reach speeds is to get a long stretch of wide road such as the different highways that go north/north. Set yourself up with a large nitrous tank as well, then going down the road yourself, and once you're 240 mph/hour, you'll be on the road. Talented stars get a 3 star rating on all activities in the game » Need for speed heat - Change
text on all collectibles and places of activities Map My Rename License Plate You can change the text on your license plate at any time for free. Go to the garage to do so, then go to Optimize &gt; Body. Rotate all the way backwards at the license plate customization point. Change the text to whatever you want and accept the hit and you will earn the trophy. Two racers, One
Event Beat are the events of the day shown by the stopwatch icon on your first crew time trial online time trial map. They all show no fixed time for you, and the bronze time set by a player named NFSGHostbronz. It will show the lowest rank if you play these events You're not beaten, whether it's an NFS one or another player. For this trophy you just need to defeat any event with
better time than the shortest NFS time, which should be easy enough to do as bronze time are extremely soft. A bit of paradise all hoardings are one of 3 types of collectibles all over the world breaking their way through billboards. They are usually at the end of the ramp, you need to reach a decent speed so you can get and break. » Need for Speed Heat - All Collectible and
Activities Location Map I Just Said! Win a race with a car at 400+ performance rating 400+ is the maximum rating that can happen in the car game when upgraded. The easiest way to get this trophy without extra messing with upgrades and engine swaps is just to buy Koeninig Regera, which is recommended for other trophies anyway. This vehicle starts with a rating of 400+,
without anything it needs to do, so you just need to buy it and then win a race to earn this trophy. Be very good all collectibles and 3 stars on all activities » Need for speed heat - All collectibles and activities map map return kids go to the first place from last during the last lap of a race and to win this trophy you need to go from the last place to the first place during the last lap of
any circuit race. You can get it through normal play, but you can easily do it later in the game once you have a high level car. All the events you can choose are what rating they have to play on, so once you've got a high-level car you can replay any race at a rating of 120 and be up against very slow AI cars. You can just sit behind them for every lap until the final one (booting last
place cars forward as they sometimes get stuck) so once you've started the final lap easily speed past everyone and finish in the first, earning the trophy. The carving turns complete the story related to the drift driving story, can't be missed. This trophy is earned when you complete the Drift Driving Story Branch, which introduces you to the drift events of the game. It's the lowest
representative and with progress requirements, the earliest one you can meet. Complete the story related to the off-road driving story off the grid, can't be missed. This trophy is earned when you complete the off-road driving story branch, which introduces you to off-road style events. If you are introduced to this about midway through the game, the drift story can be completed
after next with the lowest requirements. Friends reunited complete related to the race driving story, can't be missed. This trophy is earned when you complete the Race Driving Story Branch, which is available to you from the beginning of the game and by you through DEX Constitutes all the events that go. This is the highest overall requirement to meet, requiring delegate level 40
The final race has a suggested vehicle rating of around 350, which exceeds key story requirements. Wrap it up! Customize vehicle customizations with wrap wrap are the setup that you or other players can create using a large area of stickers and textures placed on different parts of your vehicle. You can download people published online by other players and apply them to your
vehicles, but for this trophy you have to edit yourself. Go to Optimize &gt; Paint &gt; Edit Wrap &gt; Decals in your garage, then choose any body section. Hit to add a decal, any one then admit to pick it up with placement. Opt out of the menu back then to save changes when asked, and you'll then earn the trophy. Don't quit your day job your first daily challenge online daily
challenges are the setup of one of the 5 challenges you get every day that promotes a small representative and money while completing them. To pause the game with watching them, scroll social then select challenges at the bottom of the screen (optionally you can see them in your quick drive menu using your D pad). You can see your 5 challenges currently available. They're
all generally very easy, which are related to some things during open gameplay or like police chases, slipstreaming racers or winning events. Complete any one on any day to earn this trophy. Drift, Drift, Drift Complete are all one of three types of open world activities in drift zone game, and are probably the toughest overall for 3 stars. They are small areas or tight zones where
you need to meet the minimum point amount from drifting to earn each star rating. This trophy only requires getting 1 star on every drift field, but you need 3 on each one for other trophies. » Speed Heat Requirement - Win a race with all the collectible and activities location map parts equipped in both auxiliary part slots Your auxiliary part slots are far right in the performance
optimization menu for your vehicle. They do things such as a passive and active part that you're equipped with, that repair your car on your fly such as, deal or take more damage, or increase your nitrous benefits. You can first buy parts in both slots around Rep. 15, so once you just need to win any one race, day or night to earn this trophy. Defects are pointlessly located under a
race win optimization &gt; impact with all vehicle impact slots equipped effect slots for a vehicle. There are 5 categories here of impact parts, and you need to buy an item in each slot for the vehicle and equip it for the race. You start with limited options, but you can instantly buy something in each slot. Buying the cheapest of each starter will cost a total of $37,500, which is a
decent amount of early games so you post it Can leave if you want you can get so much from the same race. are. You have all 5 slots equipped with effect items, win any race day or night to earn this trophy. Travis, who? Escape 100 police pursuits are awarded to avoid a total of 100 police chases throughout this trophy game. You avoid the chase by getting out of sight of all the
police vehicles, which usually means getting them out of the red circle shown around you on the minimap. As you ring around reaching high heat you get the bigger meaning you need to get further away, so on Heat 5 you will sometimes chase helicopters around you and you can't escape while the helicopter is aimed at you. Also, the easiest way to avoid chasing is similar to
ruining cars, which jumps. It usually spoils all chasing vehicles if you jump fast enough, and you should take off enough that you can count an escape. Do this 100 times to earn this trophy. The easiest way to grind this trophy is using the same jump in Port Murphy as you use wreck police. For this though, what you want to do is to stay on low heat so that the police do not chase
you on the ramp. When you go on the ramp slow the police will stop and lose sight of you, then drive around on the road. In that time you'll escape the chase, then go back to the police's line of sight to trigger another chase, then repeat by going to the ramp to lose them. Benefits are good to complete 25 events online with online is done to complete any 25 events online This
trophy is awarded to complete any 25 events with other players, win or lose. To play online with other players in this game you either need to accept invitations from other players when you appear when using, or you can start events yourself and invite people to your party or any player in your current lobby. When you invite players in the lobby a 60 second timer will begin, which
will either end time after or when everyone agrees to join. If anyone to join it will cancel the event to join and you can resume it. For this trophy it counts as a completion, even if a player leaves during DNFs or/or during an event before the event starts, until it has proceeded in the event after you have agreed to join or other people agreed to join you. Your friends? Complete 5
events online with other players online This trophy is provided to complete, win or lose any 5 racing events online with other players. Get Shrimp All Flamingans Gather flamingans are one of the 3 types of collectibles in the open world. They are bright pink neon outlines, and you will appear on the ground to drive through to collect them. They appear on the map to gather
immediately for you will give, but reps do so around 10 - 15. » Need for Speed Heat - All Collectibles and Activities Location Map Last Second Repair at Gas Station at Night Time While Driving Around During Significant Damage The car will take damage, and if completely damaged your car will be ruined and you will be sent back to the garage. During the day it doesn't mean
much, but at night if you wreck you'll be busted by police and lose a portion of your money and all of your heat multiplier, with some of your unbanked reps. For this trophy you need to repair yourself from serious damage at the gas station at night. About half under is considered anything significant damage, and you should work on getting yourself to a gas station so you don't get
wasted and lose your hard work. Gas stations at night allow you a maximum of 3 repairs per night, so keep in mind as you're running around. Graffer is one of 3 types of open collectibles all over the street art art collected open world. These are large images that appear on walls around the world of the game, and are collected by hitting them to driving and collecting them. Once
collected they can be used to customize your car in the Rap Editor. » Speed Heat Requirement - All Collectibles and Activities Location Map The Most Wanted win a High Heat 5 Race and return to the garage in a manner safely in the game you will be introduced in high heat race. These are a couple of races that appear at night (randomly selected from all your available ones)
which are only available when you reach heat levels of 3 and 5. When you choose these races they are at the same rating as your current vehicle, and have a representative and money reward, with the reward of a particular part that is only available from completing these races. Once you reach heat level 5 you can choose to complete the High Heat 5 race, in which you need to
win it to claim that this part is a reward. Once you win the race that you haven't done, as you really need to bank your representative and go back to any safe house to unlock the part that is then made available for purchase on all cars that apply. The first time you do this successfully you will earn this trophy. Complete full complete all long jumps are one of the three types of open
world activities in the long jumps game. These are specific ramps you need to hit that require a distance to earn each star. » Speed Heat Requirement – All collectible and activities locations are groups of players in all games for an Access Max crew level with your crew online crew who all contribute to the overall crew level with their representative advantage, which gives bonuses
based on what level the crew is at overall. For this trophy, you need to be in a crew that has reached a maximum level of 50. When you start the game you are automatically placed in the starter crew with other random players, which you can do with either friends or others. may live in a separate or join. You should in principle be able to join the one that is already at level 50 to
earn this trophy as well. Win a race with styling handling parts for the maximum drift equipped while customizing your car, you are shown a 4 section square that represents how much tun your car has for specific activities. As you unlock high-level parts, you can further change your car to each specification, making them more suited to individual activity types. These figures are
influenced by the drivetrain difference as well as parts chassis suspension and tires. Each part in these categories is set up to contribute one or two of the handling types. For this trophy you need to tune your car so that the white dot on the graph can touch the right side of the box for maximum drift tuning. Then you need to win any race to earn this trophy. Hackney Dream wins a
race with the maximum off-road traction equipped for this trophy to handle the parts so you need to tune your car so that the white dot on the graph can touch the top side of the box for maximum off-road tuning. Then you need to win any race to earn this trophy. To win a race with component parts handling parts for maximum road traction equipped for this trophy you need to tune
your car so that the white dot on the graph is touching the bottom side of the box for maximum road tuning. Then you need to win any race to earn this trophy. To win a race with redline max tackle parts for the race equipped for this trophy you need to tune your car so that the white dot on the graph is touching the left side of the box for maximum race tuning. Then you need to win
any race to earn this trophy. Humble beginner reps reach level 2 related story, can't be missed. It will likely be the second trophy you earn in the game, to reach delegate level 2. The infamous Reach Representative Level 50 is awarded for reaching this trophy maximum current delegate level, which is 50. It may seem somewhat daunted but the advantage becomes easier as you
progress through the game and get better vehicles. When you return to a safe home, you also get a multiplier to your bank representative, which makes the risk of staying out for a long time worth the high reward. Earn during a night and cash in bank 1 000 000 reps when racing at night you earn reps for the night, which is saved as your total and not bank until you return to a safe
house. When you return to a safe house for this trophy you need to sit on an adjusted total of 1,000,000 or more representatives. Your current rep shown at the top of the screen includes your current heat multiplier, so you only need to earn 200,000 reps to go with the only 5x multiplier. If you want you can try earning around REP 35 or therefore using those events There are
15,000 - 20,000 delegates, but if you want the easiest way it is to wait until you are REP level 45 - 50 and get access to discovery A/B/C events. These are the trio of events that sprint, and each gives about 48,000 delegates their first attempt at them Repeating. So with these 3 available events you can play through each once, so either do another replay or some other events to
reach the final million total. These discovery events are also working as if you play them from A&gt;B&gt;C, you basically finish the first one at the exact starting point for the next, so if you manage to finish the race without chasing the police you can start the next one almost immediately. Once you reach your bank total of 1,000,000 representatives, carefully go back to the nearest
safehouse escaping the police, and enter the bank and earn you the trophy. Complete denser zone All speed traps are one of the three types of open world activities in speed trap game. They are a designated location on different roads, which you need to drive at a minimum speed to reach each star requirement. » Need for Speed Heat - Win a race in a vehicle with all collectibles
and activities location map swapin an engine swap engine swap is an optimization option that you will achieve while advancing the REP levels. It swaps out the entire engine of the car for a better one, allowing you to tune any car to a much higher level than usual, so that you can basically have most cars viable at high levels with a replaceable engine. Go to the display menu for a
car to swap an engine, then hit the swap engine menu to open. Here you can choose between the engine models available for your current car. Engine swaps aren't cheap, so they're not something you usually want to do immediately. They also come with pre-installed parts, but you can swap your parts from your current engine to new if you have better, you'll have to swap them
with the old engine first to put them in your inventory. After swapping the engine on any car, take it out and win any race day or night to earn this trophy. Worldwide Discovery Event Win Discovery Event is one of the final events you unlock in the game. Once you reach Delegate 50 you gain access to this night's event, which is a combination of other Discovery A/B/C events and
takes you around the entire map in a big sprint race. This race has a recommended rating of 400+, so you'll need to basically install your high-end car to be able to win it. Once you need to win it once, after you'll earn this trophy. Watching me hear roar win a race in a vehicle with exhaust sound exhaust sound can be changed on your vehicle in the customizable menu on the far
right. This gives you a variety of sliders that allow you to change many things related to your car's exhaust sound. Change any of these sliders then accept the changes, then take out your car and win any race to earn this trophy. Trophy.
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